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INTRODUCTION 

Lashex Ltd. was contracted to perform mapping and a mag/vlf 

survey over parts of claims 1189379 and 1156480 located in the 

Township of McClintock. 

The mapping located some disseminated pyrite mineralization 

while the vlf survey located one long conductor that has, in 

par.t, a correlating magnetic feature. 

This report covers the results of the surveys along with 

conclusions and recommendations. 

PROPERTY LOCATION AND ACCESS 

The property is located in the Township of McClintock, 40 kms. 

east of the town of Huntsville, along highway 60. 

The gridding was carried out over 2 units, one on claim 118~1979 

(N1/2 Conc.V, Lot 16) and one unit of claim 1156480 (51/2 CC)Dc.V, 

Lot 16). 

The property is accessible by a 0.75 km. ATV road south beginning 

at the east end of McFadden Lake, off a paved regional road 

(Livingstone Lake Road) at a location 10 kms. northeast of the 

town of Dorset on highway 35. 

LINECUTTING 

Two baselines and a tieline were chainsawn at an azimuth of 069 

degrees along the concession line. Lines were turned 90 degrees 

app~oximately every 100 meters and cha insawed. Stations were~ 

establ ished every 30 meters. A total of '1.2 krns. of base/tie:l ines 

and. 5.1 kms of crosslines were established. 
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REGIONAL GEOLOGY 

The following is taken from the geology report by Z. Mandziuk for 

a 3 unit group of claims to the north of this survey area. 

"McClintock Township lies within the Central Gneiss Belt of the 

Grenville Province. Work by Davidson and co-workers (1982-86) 

identified a series of distinct geological "terranes" comprised 

of smaller lithotectonic "domains" in this region. The domains 

are separated by "boundary zones" characterized by ductile shear 

zones composed of highly attenuated rocks of diverse composition. 

The McClintock Domain forms part of the Algonquin Terrane as sum-

marized by Easton (1992) and is reported by Culshaw et al. (1983) 

to be underlain in part by gabbro-norite bodies with ultramafic 

phases. These are part of a group of circa 1170 million-year-

old gabbroic intrusions occurring throughout the Algonquin 

Terrane. In McClintock Township, these gabbroic rocks have been 

evaluated for nickel, cobalt, and platinum group element potential 

(Garland et al. 1989). 

Metamorphic grade is predominantly granulite facies, and in com

bination with widespread ductile attenuation and deformation, makes 

identification of protoliths very difficult (Marmont 1990). Zones 

of high strain within and along the boundaries of the McClintock 

Domain are common and have resulted in gneissic rocks which can be 

described as tectonites with features such as well-developed 

porphyroclastic and porphyroblastic textures, mylonitization, fissile 

to flaggy foliation, and recrystallisatlon and alteration (Easton 

1992). Regional tectonism has resulted in stacked imbricate 

successions of thrusted sheets and large folded sheets of gneissic 
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granitic rocks (Davidson and Grant 1986). 

Metallogenic studies of mafic-ultramafic intrusions in the 

Grenville Province (e.g. Wilson 1988, Rogers et ale 1995) present 

several geological, petrological, and geochemical criteria which 

pertain directly to mineral exploration and assessment of the 

mafic-ultramafic complex(es) occurring in the McClintock Township; 

particularly for copper-nickel-platinum group elements, as well as 

for cobalt, gold, chromium, and titanium." 

GEOPHYSICAL INSTRUMENTS 

The instrument used was a Scintrex IGS-2, MP-4/VLF-4 ; Model * 
781010; Serial 18707309. Specifications are appendixed at the 

end of the report. 

Magnetometer readings were taken every 15 meters along the lines 

while the vlf readings were taken every 30 meters. 

The magnetometer surveys did not employ a base station recoI:der but 

was corrected for each grid by a system of looping the lines and 

later correcting in the computer for variations in the readings 

caused by the magnetic drift. 
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PROPERTY GEOLOGY 

The property was mapped on Nov. 9, 10 and 13th, 1995. 

Only one rock unit was located on the property - a quartz-fedspar 

gneiss with varying amounts of biotite, hornblende and garnets. 

This unit was for the most part medium grained locally becoming 

coarse grained and occasionally fine grained. The fine grained 

variety normally contains more biotite. 

The layering goes from rom's to several em's with foliation striking 

easterly (OSO - 105 degrees) except near the south end of L3 where 

the strikes are 025 to 050 degrees. The dips of the layering are 

from -25 to -45 degrees southerly except near the south end of L3 

where they are up to -65 degrees. 

In places the quartz-feldspar gneiss appeared to be intrusive but 

more stripping will be required. These outcrops were located at 

LS, lS0S, LS, 4909 and L9, 4659. These outcrops generally appear 

coarser grained. 

A 2' wide quartz-feldspar pegmatite dyke strikig 305 degrees was 

located at L3, 4909. 

Minerization 

Pyrite was located at L4, 440S and at LS, l10S. 

At L4, 4409 the exposure is small and will require further stripping 

of the overburden which is up to a foot in thickness. The pyrite 

zone 1s slightly gossaned with pyrite as fine disseminations and as 

a semimassive layer to 2 rom thick. It is estimated about 5% pyrite 

over 3-4 em's. 

The other location has fine disseminated specks of pyrite. 
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GEOPHYSICS 

Magnetometer Survey 

The magnetometer survey defined a general east-west directi(Jn to 

the underying rock units which is consistant with mapping. Magnetic 

background is in the 57,200 to 57,300 gamma range with anomalies 

building gently to the 57,800 gamma range. One exeption was located 

at L7, 0+15S which had a reading of 58,193 gammas. A corresponding 

magnetic depression is located immediately to the north. This 

anomaly is probably due to a local magnetite concentration. 

The other anomalies located on the north part of the grid are 

overburden covered. The are probably due to more mafic rock units 

with weak magnetite contents. 

VLF Electromagnetic Survey 

This survey used Cutler, Maine as the transmission station with a 

frequency of 24.0 KHz. 

Three conductors were located on the property 2 of which are! 

represented by inflections in the dip readings and are due to 

topography. 

The other conductor extends from L5, 2705 right across the grid 

to Ll, 390S. This conductor is in part flanked by a magnetic 

anomaly to the north. On L's 2 and 4 the dip readings flatte:n over 

the corresponding manetic high readings. This correlation suggests 

that the cause of the conductor may be disseminated sulfides mainly 

pyrrhotite. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The mapping located some disseminated pyrite mineralization in the 

general area of the magnetic anomaly and the long conductor" 

The geophysics located one long conductor that may in part 

correspond to a magnetic anomaly. These anomalies may be caused 

from disseminated sulfides mainly pyrrhotite which in tUrn may 

contain copper and/or nickel values. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

The following program is warranted due to the above results. 

i) The area around the pyrite zone on L4, 440S should be stripped, 

trenched and assayed. 

ii) The grids should be extended to the east and west of the north 

grid lines 1 to 5 with mag/vlf surveys performed. 

iii)An I.P. survey should be conducted over the north grid. 

iv) A '8' horizon soil sampling program should be performed over the 

north grid in the area of the anomalies. 

v) Should the above program give positive results it is recommended 

that diamond drilling of at least 4 holes be performed. 
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1.2 The Magnetic Method 

The magnetic method consists of measuring the magnetic field of 
the earth as influenced by rock formations having different 
magnetic properties and configurations. The measured field is the 
vector sum of induced and remanent magnetic effects. Thus, there 
are three factors, excluding geometrical factors, which determine 
the magnetic field. These are the strength of the earth's magnetic 
field, the magnetic susceptibilities of the rocks present and 
their remanent magnetism. 

The earth's magnetic field 1s similar 1n form to that of a bar 
magnet's. lbe flux lines of the geomagnetic field are vertical at 
the north and south magnetic poles where the strength is approxi
mately 60,000 oT. In the equatorial region, the field is 
horizontal and its strength is approximately 30,000 oT. 

The primary geomagnetic field 1s, for the purposes of normal 
mineral exploration surveys, constant in space and time. Magnetic 
field measurements may, however, vary considerably due to short 
term external magnetic influences. The magnitude of these varia
tions is unpredictable. In the case of sudden magnetic storms, it 
may reach several hundred gammas over a few minutes. It may be 
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necessary, therefore, to take continuous readings of the geomag
netic field with a base station magnetometer while the majgnetic 
survey is being done. An alternative field procedure 18 to .ake 
periodic repeat measurements at convenient traverse points, 
although this is a very unreliable .ethod during active magnetic 
storms when it is important to have proper reference data. 

The intensity of magnetization induced in rocks by the geomagnetic 
field F is given by: 

I - kF 

where I is the induced magnetization 
k is the volume magnetic susceptibility 
F is the strength of the geomagnetic field 

For most materials, k is very much less than 1. If k is negative, 
the body is said to be diamagnetic. Examples are quartz, marble, 
graphite and rock salt. If k is a small positive value, the body 
is said to be paramagnetic, examples of which are gneiss 
(k - 0.002), pegmatite, dolomite and syenite. If k is a large 
positive value, the body is strongly magnetic and it is s~lid to be 
ferromagnetic, for example, magnetite (k - 0.3), ilmenite and 
pyrrhotite. 

The susceptibilities of rocks are determined primarily by their 
magnetite content since this mineral is 60 strongly magnetic and 
so widely distributed in the various rock types. (Of considerable 
importance, as well, is the pyrrhotite content.) 

The remanent magnetization of rocks depends both on their composi
tion and their previous history. Whereas the induced magnetiza
tion is nearly always parallel to the direction of the ge(Xllagnetic 
field, the natural remanent magnetization may bear no relation to 
the present direct~on and intensity of the earth's field. The 
remanent magnetization is related to the direction of the earth's 
field at the time the rocks were last magnetized. Movement of the 
body through folding, etc., and the chemical history since the 
previous magnetization are additional factors which affect the 
magnitude and direc:ion of the remanent magnetic vector. 

Thus, the resultant magnetization H of a rock is given by: 

H - Mn + kF 

where Hn is the natural remanent magnetization, and F 1s a vector 
which can be completely specified by its horizontal (H) and verti
cal (Z) components and by the declination (0) from true north. 
Similarly, Hn is specified when its magnitude and direction are 
known. Thus, considerable simplification results if Me - 0, 
whereup:>n M merely reduces to k.F. In the early days of m~lgnetic 
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prospecting, it was usually assumed that there was no remanent 
magnetization. However, it has now been established that both 
igneous and sedimentary rocks possess remanent magnetization, and 
that the phenomenon is a widespread one. 

1.3 Magnetometer Setup Henus 

The Magnetometer Setup Menus are presented on the next page for 
easy reference as you read the next chapter, entitled "Enabling 
the Survey Method". 
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8.0 SPECIrlCATIONS 

8.1 Magnetometry Specifications 

Total Field Operating Range 20,000 to 100,000 oT 
(1 nT - 1 gamma). 

Gradient ToleraDC:e For Total Field: :1:5000 nT/me 

Total Field Absolute Accuracy 

IeaolutiOD 

&eading Tille 

Continuous cycle Tiaes 

Operating Temperature Range 

8.2 Sensor Options 

~1 nT at 50,000 nT 
%2 nT over total field 
operating and temperature 
range. 

0.1 DT. 

Fully solid-state. Manual or 
automatic mode is keyboard 
selectable. 

2 seconds. For portable 
readings this is the time 
taken from the push of a 
button to the display of the 
measured value. 

Keyboard selectable in 1 
s eco,nd increments upwards from 
2 seconds to 999 seconds. 

-40°C to +50°C provided 
optional Display Heater is 
used below -20°C. 

In the following options the actual sensors are identical; 
however, mountings and cables vary. 

Portable Total Field 
Sensor Option 

Includes sensor, staff, two 
2 m cables and backpack sensor 
harness. Weight of sensor, 
cable and :staff is 1.9 kg. 

HP: 8 - 1 



1.0 Introduction 

.1.1 Generallnformatlon 

The VLF stations which act as electromagnetic field transmitters 
for the VLF-3 are located around the world. Signals from these 
stations, in the 15 to 25 kHz range, are generated for the 
purposes of navigation and communication with submarines. The 
VLF-3 uses the magnetic and electric fields of these signals to 
provide information about the electrical properties of the earth. 

Data is stored in the VLF-3 in an expandable, solid state memory 
and can be processed in the field by connecting the instrument to 
a printer, tape recorder, modem or microc~mputer. 

The 32 character digital display uses full words in most cases, 
ens~ring clear communication. Both present and previous data are 
displayed simultaneously, allowing comparisons to be made at a 
glance during a survey. 

The VLF-3 records header information, data values, station number, 
line number and the time of each observation in its internal 
memory. Data are first sorted by grid number, then in order of 
increasing line number and, within each line, by increasing 
station number. In this way, the data are organized logically 
regardless of the sequence in which they were taken. Ancillary 
data can also be manually entered and recorded at a given station, 
along with the magnetic parameters. 

The VLF-3 may appear complex beca~se of the new microprocessor
based technology employed in its design. However, it does not 
perform any operation that is, in principle, unfamiliar to an 
experienced operator. Only the procedures have changed. For 
instance, recording data which is normally performed by hand in a 
notebook, is now executed in the VLF-3 by a series of keystrokes 
and stored in the instrument's digital memory. Likewise, an error 
spotted in the records, which would be corrected or erased by 
hand, is now corrected by means of the Edit function which allows 
the error to be removed from memory, corrected, and then refiled, 
or erased altogether. 

1.2 Theory of Operation 

The Very Low Frequency (VLF) electromagnetic method measures vari
ations in the components of the electromagnetic fields, set up by 
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communication stations operating in the 15 to 25 kHz frequency 
range. These stations, located. around the world, generate signals 
for the purposes of navigation and communication with submarines. 

In far field, above uniform earth, the groundwave of the verti
cally polarized VLF radiowave has three field components: 

1. a radial, horizontal electrical field 
2. a vertical electrical field, and 
3. a tangential, horizontal magnetic field. 

When these three fields meet conductive bodies in the ground, 
eddy currents are induced causing secondary fields to radiate out
wards from these conductors. In the Magnetic Field mode, the 
VLF-3 measures the horizontal field and two components of the 
vertical field, normalized by the horizontal field measurement. 
In the Electrical Field mode, it measures the horizontal magnetic 
and electrical fields. 

1.3 What the VLF·3 Measures 

As its primary measurement, the VLF-3 employs two mutually 
orthogonal receive coils to determine three parameters of the 
VLF-magnetic field. These are: 1) the horizontal amplitude 
vector in a direction perpendicular to a line joining the operator 
to the station. 2) the amplitude of the component of the vertical 
field vector which is in phase with the horizonatal vector. and 3) 
the amplitude of the component of the vertical field vector which 
is 90° out of phase with the horizontal vector. These three para
meters, for the given VLF transmitter, are recorded simulta
neously. Since the vertical components are expressed as a 
percentage of the horizontal vector, they are automatically 
normalized for any changes in the amplitude of the transmitted 
primary field. 

The primary field from a VLF station can in fact, vary consi
derably. Figure 2 is a recording of the horizontal field strength 
from the Annapolis VLF station made in Toronto, Canada. For the 
most part, the field fluctuates moderately during the courSe of 
the day due to changes in atmospheric conditions. There are, 
however, more dramatic changes indicated on the recording. 
Towards evening there is a large upwards swing in the field 
strength, and at several points during the day, both partial and 
total drops in the field amplitude can be observed. In the light 
of these irregularities, the horizontal field data should always 
be considered with reservation as it is difficult to know whether 
changes are caused by conductors or by variations in the station's 
signal. 
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If the primary field strength is constant, changes in the ampli
tude of the horizontal magnetic field mainly reflect variations in 
the conductivity of the earth. Normally there will be no vertical 
magnetic field. However, near a conductor, a vertical field will 
be observed. The relative amplitudes of the in-phase and quadra
ture components may be used to interpret the conductivity-size 
characteristics of the conductor. 

To permit measurement of the VLF-electric field. a dipole 
consisting of two capacitive electrodes and 5 meters of wire is 
used. When this dipole is correctly laid out, the VLF-3 measures 
the in-phase and quadrature components of the horizontal electric 
field in the direction of the line joining the operator and the 
transmitter station. The phase reference is the horizontal 
magnetic field. 

The VLF-3 uses the magnetic and electric field measurements to 
automatically calculate the apparent resistivity of the earth as 
well as the phase angle between the magnetic and electric field 
components. If the earth is uniform (not layered) within the 
depth of the VLF measurement, the phase angle between the hori
zontalmagnetic and electric VLF fields will be 45 degrees. A 
nonuniform earth will give rise to other phase angles. 

The following formulae are used for resistivity and phase 
calculations: 

Apparent Resistivity Calculation: 
2 

where: 

o = apparent resistivity in ohm-meters 
Ex = horizontal electric amplitude. calculated 

Ex - (E x(I)2 + Ex(Q)2)t 
Hy ; horizontal magnetic amplitude, measured 
f = VLF station frequency in Hertz 
Uo = permeability of the ground in Henries/meter, a constant 

The resistivity calculation has a range of 1 to 100,000 ohm-meters 
with a resolution of 1 ohm-meter. 

Phase Angle Calculation 
The phase angle ¢ is expressed as: 

¢ = arc tan Ex(Q) 
Ex(I) 
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where: 

Ex(Q) = horizontal quadrature VLF electric field, measured 
Ex(I) - horizontal in-phase VLF electric field, measured. 

: 

The phase angle calculation has a range of -180° to +180° with a 
resolution of 1° •. By definition the angle is positive when the 
electrical field leads the magnetic field. 

1.4 Features 

The features of the VLF-3 are summarized below in point form. A 
more comprehensive description can be found in the VLF-3 brochure, 
available from Scintrex. 

Measures both VLF-magnetic and VLF-electric fields 
Values are normalized by the horizontal vector amplitude, to 
overcome errors due to varying primary field strength 
Calculates resistivity and phase angle 
Digital tuning to any VLF station 
Automatic tilt compensation 
Signal/noise enhancement through automatic signal sta.cking 
Automatic gain adjustment 
Simple operation via keypad 
32 character LCD display 
Alarm and warning messages ensure data quality 
'Speaks' any language with Latin characters 
Solid-state memory expandable to hold several days' data 
Records actual coordinates 
Records time 
Records header information 
Records ancillary data 
Permits revision of data 
Outputs to commonly available printers, modems, tape recorders 
and microcomputers 
Prints data lists and plots profiles directly on a digital 
printer 
Organizes data by grid, line and station number, regardless of 
the order in which data were taken 
Several power supply options 
Wide operating temperature range 
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The VLF-~gnetic field measurement comprises: I) hori~ontal 
amplitude My. 2) the amplitude of H~(I) (the vertical field 
component wnlcn i. in-phase with My) and 3) the amplitude of 
H~(Q) (tne vertical field component ... nich is 90' out-af-phase ... lth 
Hy • 

The VLF-J i. used to measure the in-phase.E.(l), and quadratur., 
Ex(Q). components of the horizontal electric field. Ex. In the 
line joining the oper~tor and the transmitter station. The phase 
Is referenced to that of the horizon: ! llI4g,;etlc field Hy • These 
components are not recorded but are u.~cl In the calculations of 
resistivity and phase made by the VLf-3. 

VLF'3 VLF Mag1etw:: Field Sensor 

An electronic level sensor on the a~i. of the horizontal vector 
receiver coil provides automatic side-co-side cilt compens~tlon. 
The error In the vertical in-pha$e component 15 less than Il for 
tilts up to IS' provided that the Operator Is faCing the VLf 
station directly. Tilts 10 soy other direction of up to 10· 
produce no sign1f1cat'lt error (I'%) in the other .. compone"t~ and. 
therefore, require no compensation. 

Figure 3 
What the VLF-3 Measures 
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5.6 V.LF Station Index 

Power 
Station kHz (kw) Maintenance 

- NAA, Cutler, Maine 24.0 1000 
NLK, Seattle, Washington 24.8 125 

-NSS, Annapolis, Maryland 21.4 400 

Monday 1400-1800 ~IT 
Thurs. 1500-2300 Gl':[T 
Tues. 1200-2000 Q':IT 

GBR, Rugby, England 
FUO, Medoc, France 
JXZ, Helgeland, Norway 
UMS, Moscow, U.S.S.R. 
NWC, North West Cape 
NDT' Yosami, Japan 

NPM, Lualualei, Hawaii 

16.0 
16.8 
16.4 
17.1 
22.3 
17.4 

23.4 

750 
500 
350 

1000 
1000 

50 

600 

Wed. 0000-0800 GHT 
Thurs .-2300-0700 G~IT 

Friday 
Wed. - 1800-0200 GMT 
Thurs. 

Most stations adhere to weekly maintenance schedule and may be off 
the air for several hours each week. Transmitter strength may 
also vary in discrete steps throughou~ each day. 

GMT - Greenwich Mean Time 

January 31, 1984 

Note; Cutler VLF station is changing its frequency to 24.0 kHz 
for approximately six months starting January 24, 1984. 
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9.0. Specifications 

9.1 VLF Specifications 

Frequency Tuning 

Field Strength Rauge 

Signal Filtering 

Measuring Time 

VLF-Hagnetic Field Components 
Measured 

VLF-Kagnetic Field Sensor 

Automatic digital tuning. Can 
be tuned to any frequency in 
the range 15.0 to 27.5 Hz with 
a bandwidth of 150 Hz. Up to 
three frequencies can be 
chosen by keyboard entry for 
sequential measurements. 

Fields as low as 100 nA/m can 
be received. In practice, 
background noise may require 
fields up to 5-10 times this· 
level. Maximum received field 
is 2 mA/metre. These values 
are specified for 20 kHz. For 
any other frequency, normalize 
the above limits with station 
frequency in kHz/20. 

Narrow bandpass, low pass and 
sharp cut-off high pass 
filters. 

0.5 seconds sample interval. 
As many as 216 samples can be 
stacked to improve measurement 
accuracy. 

1) Horizontal amplitude, 2) 
vertical in-phase component, 
and 3) vertical quadrature 
components. Vertical 
components are displayed as a 
percentage of horizontal 
component and are related in 
phase to the horizontal 
component. Their range is 
:1507.; reading resolution 1%. 

Two air-cored coils in a 
backpack mounted housing with 
an electronic level for 
automatic tilt compensation. 
The error in the vertical 
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VLF-Electric Field Dipole 

VLF-Electric Field Components 
Measured 

in-phase component is less 
than 1% for tilts up to %15°. 

Two capacitive electrodes with 
integral preamplifiers and 5 m 
of cable. Probe input 
impedance exceeds 100 megaohms 
and capacitance is less than 1 
picofarad. 

In-phase and quadrature 
components of the horizontal 
electric field phase related 
to the horizontal VLF-magnetic 
field. These components are 
not recorded but are used in 
the calculations of 
resistivity and phase. The 
reading resolution is 1 
ohm-meter. 

-------------------------------------
Apparent Resistivity Calculation 1 E 2 

p.. 27rfp,; I ~ I 
wht!re: 
p = apparent resistivity in 

ohm-meters 
Ex = horiz~ntal electric 

amplitude~ calculate1. 
Ex • (Ex(I)~ + Ex(Q)2) 

Hy = horizontal magnetic 
anplitude, measured 

f \~F station frequency in 
Hertz 

P,o • permeability of the 
ground in Henries/meter, 
a constant 

The resistivity calculation 
has a range of 1 to 100,000 
ohQ-meters with a resolution 
of 1 ohm-meter. 

---------------------------------------, 
Phase Angle Calculation 

9 - 2 

The phase angle ~ is expressed 
as: 

</> • arc tan Ex(g) 
Ex(l) 
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Ttlntod/on Number 

~ 
Mlnistry of 

tt:1 Northern OeU1!ilopment 
L \I '" and M"mes 

Report of Work Conducted 
After Recording Claim 

MIr\lng Act 

W«-1c,,\O.: OOCO 
)nlarlo 2.16411 

nstructfonl\ • Plea" type or "rinl and trubmll In dupficate. 
- Refer to lhe Mining Arir. and Reau'afionS for r I I, 11111 I Record.,. 31 E07SW0004 2.16411 MCCLINTOCK 

- A separate copy of this form must be comple~~~,...........~-
• Teehnical reports and maps mue! 8CCOmpatly thIs form in duplioalQ . 
.. A sketch, showing the claims the work 18 assigned to, must accompany this form. 

o N,rj 12 Ie' 

Is Ta: 

900 

WoJ1c ".rfonnecl (Check One Work Group Dnty) 

! WorkGroup Typu 

IV Gtctechnieal eUf\tey 
L1.,JJ!§ i.!.u "'iT' ..... ".lc:;.,. 

G£t>L.G.~ 'I "MIUETt:.W1i:rc.e ..St.".cl "F'I , \/LF' t: t.t!t!.:r:~ ~ ~tI&~Ja:""~ <6JJ", , 
Physfce1 Worlot. 
Indudfng DrmIng 

Reh.bmmfon 

Olhtr Authorized SECTfON 18 Of'JLY Work - . " , ..• _ - I -
Assay1r 

n t: '-' t:.: ~ V I::. U I 

! ' ASsIgnment from FEB 1 Z·1996 Reserve 

TOta' A.sst!ssment Work Oalmed on the Attached Statement 13' Costs $ ~'- .l.", t&. tlRIQc- 0011 ,'1"\" '77 
-'-"~'-r:"'~ . 

~ote; The MinIster may reJect for assessment work credlt aU or pa.rt of the assessment work 8ubmiHed if the recorded 
holder cannot verify e)t~ndilums claimed In tM statement or costs within 30 days of a request For verirrcatfon • 

. 
Person!! and Survey Company Who Perfarmed the Wark (GIYB Name and Address or Aulhor 0' Rlport) 
l Name 

leAt L d:;Hf~c.~ "'" - _ L.t}.$ If ~~ L't'ri '17.~ P'~JC C~eEt.. 

i 
I 
I 

I 
-
(attach 8. schedule tt necessary) 

CertJnUuG" a' Bendel.' ImereM • See Note No. 1 on reverse ,Ide 

« certify 1h1ll1t the time Ihu 'I'It'tl1ff wa porformed, Ihl;! cfairrtA COYtI'td In this wort 
i ~""""' ra::ordtcf Ii'! !he eummtfdier. ntn'4 or heM umllT' a booeftdallnler8st 
I by the cummt ~;hcfdar. 

CertJ~etlen af Wotik R'pert 

Address 

i(~(;J Ca LL,'M~~tt,aur. • 

-. 

PoH'1tD 

--

II-

t 
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Credits you are claiming in this report may be cut back. In .order 10 minimize Ihe adverse effects of such deletions, please indicate from 
which claims you wish to priorize the deletion of credits. Please mark (v-) one of the following: 

1. ITcredits are (0 be cut back starting with the claim listed lasl, working backwards. 

2. 0 Credits are to be cut back equally over all claims contained in this report of work. 

3. Credits are to be cut back as priorized on the attached appendix. 

In the event that you have not specified your choice of priority. option one will be implemented. 

lote1: Examples of beneficial interest are unrecorded transfers, option agreements, memorandum of agreements, etc., with respect 
to the mining claims. 

lote 2: If work has been performed on patented or leased land, please complete the following: 

J certify that the recordpd holder had a beneficial interest in the patented 
or leased land at the lime the work was performed. 

D81ea 

I 
r 
! 
~ 



®' 'MlnisIty of 
~ Northern Development Statement of Costs 

Transaction No,lN° de transaction 
and Mines for Assessment Credit 

W9b~O. ()OOOS OntariO 
Ministare du 
Developpement du Nord 
at des mines 

etat des coOts aux fins 
du credit d'evaluation 

Mining Act/Lol sur les mines 

Personal information collected on this form is obtained under tha authority 
of the Mining Act. This information will be used to maintain a r.ecord and 
ongoing status of the mining claim(s), Questions about this collection should 
be direct ad to the Provincial Manager, Minings lands, Ministry of Northern 
Development and Mines, 4th Floor, 159 Cedar Street, Sudbury, Ontario 
P3E BA5, telephone (705) 670·7264. 

1. Direct Costs/CoOts directs 

Type _ Description 
Amount Totals 
Montant Total global 

I Wages 
I Salalres 

Supplfes Used 
Fournltures 
utIHs6es 

Equipment 
Rental 
Location de 
materiel 

Labour 
Main-d'oeuvre 

Field Supervision 
Supervision sur Ie terrain 

Type 

/I I/L All II!t.lJi! ?./JA.'/,o(~ 

Type 

/SeE' 

T otaf Direct Costs 
Total des coOts directs 

" 

lf702. 

ote: The recorded holder will be required to verify expenditures claimed in 
this statement of costs within 30 days of a request for verification, If 
verification is not made, the Minister may reject for assessment work 
all or part of the assessment work submitted. 

iIIng DIscounts 

Work filed within two years of completion is claimed at 100% of 

the above Total Value of Assessment Credit. 

Work filed three, four or five years after completion is claimed at 

50% of the above Total Value of Assessment Credit. See 

calculations below: 

:llsl Value of Assessment Credit Total Assessment ClaImed 

x 0.50 = 

ertfficatJon Verifying Statement of Costs 

lereby certify: 
at the amounts shown are as accurate as possible and these costs 
?fe incurred while conducting assessment work on the lands shown 
1 the accompanying Report of Work form, 

--,,=--.!.h...:.7.-,C~-..:::C=-=-'~::..I.""'LI_-=--=~~ ____ I am authorized 
(Recorded Holder, ~. Position in Company) 

3t as 

make this certification 

l 

I 

les renseignements personnels contanus dans la presente formule sont 
recueillis an vertu de la lol sur les mInes et serviront a tanir a Jour un registre 
des concessions minh3res, Adressar toute Quasiton su~ la coli ace de ces 
renseignements au chef provincial des terrains miniers, ministere du 
Developpement du Nord at des Minas, 159, rue Cedar, 4e etage. Sudbury 
(Ontario) P3E 6AS, telephone (705) 670·7264, 

2. Indirect Costs/CoOts Indlrects 
Note: When claiming Rehabilitation work Indirect costs are not 

allowable as assessment work. 
Pour Ie remboursement des travaux de rehabilitation, les 
coOts indirects na sont pas admlssibles en Ian! que travaux 
d'evaluaUon. 

Type Description 
Amount Tolals 
Montanl Total global 

Transportation Type 

Transport l:zi:'Ut'K- 5~'7l·J..J'I1 ~: /77 
£", 3c/A~1 

RECEI' ~ ED 

.' t='t='R 1 ? 1( ia&:: . 
, 
-'11" 

177 
Food and L,' )YIININ£iJ-8llI~t I~NGH-
lodging / 
Nourrlture et 

;:;;."p ..2,~ 7) ;l7C Mbergement 3fi 
Mobilization and 
Demobilization 
Mobllisalion et 
demobllisatlon 

SubTotal of Indirect Costs 
(17 Total partiel des coOts Indirec:ts 

Amount Allowable (not greater than 20% of DIrect Costs) ~~I Montant admissible (n'excedant pas 20 % des coOts directs) r~ 
Total Value of Assessment Credit Valeur totale du credit 

5f-l-72 (Total of Direct and Allowabl. d'evaluatlon 
Indirect cosla) (Total des coat, direct, 

et Indlrects admlstibles 514~ 

Note: La titulaire enregistre sera lenu de verifier les depenses demandees dans 
Ie present etat des couls dans les 30 Jours suivan! line demande a cet 
eftel. Si la verification n'est pas effectu~e, Ie minislre peul rejetertout 
ou une partie des travaux d'evaluation pr~sentes, 

Remises pour depOt 

1. les travaux deposes dans les deux ens suivant leur echevement sont 
rembourses a 100 % de la valeur totale susmentionnee du credit d'evaluation, 

2. Les travaux deposes trois, quatre ou cinq ans apras leur achevement 

sont rembours9s a 50 % de la valeur totale du credit d'evaluation 
susmentionne, Voir les calculs ci-dessous, 

Valeur totale du credit d'evaluat!on Evaluation totale demandee 

x 0,50 

Attestation de I'etat des coOts 

J'atteste par la presente : 

que les montants indiques sont Ie plus exact possible et que ces 
depenses ont ete engagees pour effectuer les travaux d'evaluation 
sur les terrains indiquas dans la formula d~ rapport de travail ci-joint. 

Et qu'a titre de Ie suis autorise 
(Iiluiaire enregislre. representant, poste occupe dans ia compagnie) 

a faire cette attestation. 

---'--'---~----'-~--------------.,... 

? (04191) Nota: Dans celie lormul , lorsqu'u dasigne des personnes, Ie masculin 

/' 



® Ontario 
Ministry of 
Northern Development 
and Mines 

April 23, 1996 

Mining Recorder 

Ministere du 
Oeveloppement du Nord 
et des Mines 

Geoscience Assessmemt Office 
933 Ramsey Lake Road· 
6th Floor 
Sudbury, ontario 
P3E 6B5 

Telephone: (705) 670-5853 
Fax: (705) 670-5863 

Our File: 2.16411 
Transaction #: W9690.00005 

Ministry of Northern Development & Mines 
MacDonald Block, Room M2~17 
900 Bay street 
Toronto, Ontario. 
M7A lC3 

Dear Mr. Denomme: 

SUBJECT: APPROVAL OF ASSESSMENT WORK CREDIT ON MINING LAND, CLAIMS 
SO.1183979 , 1156480 IN MCCLINTOCK TOWNSHIP 

Assessment work credit has been approved as outlined on the 
Declaration of Assessment Work Form accompanying this submission. 
The credit has been approved under section 12, Geology and Section 
14', Geophysics (Mag & VLF) of the Assessment Work Regulation. 

THE APPROVAL DATE IS APRIL 19, 1996. 

If you have any questions regarding this correspondence, please 
contact Lucille Jerome at (705) 670-5858. 

Yours sincerely, 
ORIGINAL SIGNED BY: 

Ron C. Gashinski 
Senior Manager, Mining Lands Section 
Mines and Minerals Division 

AA LB~/jl 
cc: Resident Geologist 

Tweed, ontario 
Lsessment Files 

Sudbury; Ontario 
Library 



Report 

ROW (s) 

Mise fms. corr. 

Claim maps 

Other maps 

# OF WORK POLYS: 

ORJ.GI!, NAL POLY EXTENT CORRECT? 
[WrJ / [no] 

P9I4' EXTENT PROVIDED? 
~ / [no] 

COMMENTS, POLY CORRECTION OR WORK TYPE: 

Drilling summary 

Report 

DrHllogs 

ROWls) 

Misc. fms, corr. 

Claim maps 

Other maps 

# OF DRILLHOLES: 

DRILLHOLE TYPES: DO OW PO 00 Re UD 

POLY WORK TYPES: . AEM AGR AGRAD ARAD ACOMP AVLF AMAG 1/ GRP GEOPHYSi GR GCOMP E~ IP SP 
SES GRAV GRAD 1/ ~ GOVER GLCOMP 1/ GEQCHEMi GCHEM GCCOMP fI PIA PRilL; PDRILL PCOMP 1/ .f'!I:!n.i. PMAN PSHAFT 
PBORE ADIT PITS PDEWAT VERB PRECUT PCUT PTRNCH PMECH PSTRIP 1/ Q.I.Ii; CAP OBM RECON PROSP FENCE FILL PHOTO DHGEO 
METAL INDUS UWGEO MICRO ENVIRO DATA CORE BENEF ASSAY OTHER MCOMP 

Do work types above apply to all polygons? [yes] / [no] (If not, digitizer must review file to assign work types to specific polys.) 

ENHANCEMENTS OR REPAIRS REa? [yes] / [no] taping rips photocopying marking annotation colouring cleaning 
other (explain): 

CONVERSION STREAM: 

PROD. SPECIALlST··AFRI 
Poly Check: Derive AFRI #, unique 10 #; 
Spatial Relation/ASCII filesllndex Prepop. 
Master/remote database upttates 

GENERATE BAR CODES/LABEL FILE 

INDEXER--AFRI DATA 

DIGIT1ZER--I:>RILL HOLES 

PROD. SPECIALlST--DRILL HOLE 
Spatial Relation/Index Prepop. 

INDEXER--DRILl HOLE DATA 

SCANNING I'KI""' •• "''''IH E/REPAIR 

DOCUMENT 'n ...... "." 
II am.ure that separate scanning log updated 

.u'm" .... 'h> scanning log updated 
maps > than E-size 

PROD. SPECIALlST--FILES [PS3] 
Index, Vector, R~ster File 

ng 

I 
DELIVERY PREPARATION 

Tape/Diskette Loading, Report Prep. 
Poly & image index files [def.files only] 

I 

SEE REVERSE FOR QA/QC CYCLE 



WORK POLYGON 
[vector data] 

AFRIINDEX 
[list fields affected] 

DRILL HOLE 
(vector data] 

DRILL HOLE INDEX 
[list fields affected] 

IMAGES •• DOCUMENT 
[list images deficient) 

IMAGES -- MAP 
[list images deficient] 

POLY & IMAGE INDEX 
(OEF.FILES ONLY] 

DELIVERABLE FILE FORMATS 

DELIVERABLE FILE CONTENTS 

DATE QA/QC FINISH: 

DELIVERY #: 

DELIVERY DATE: 
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